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Abstract
LIBS2ML1is a library based on scalable second order learning algorithms for solving large-
scale problems, i.e., big data problems in machine learning. LIBS2ML has been developed
using MEX files, i.e., C++ with MATLAB/Octave interface to take the advantage of both
the worlds, i.e., faster learning using C++ and easy I/O using MATLAB. Most of the
available libraries are either in MATLAB/Python/R which are very slow and not suit-
able for large-scale learning, or are in C/C++ which does not have easy ways to take
input and display results. So LIBS2ML is completely unique due to its focus on the
scalable second order methods, the hot research topic, and being based on MEX files.
Thus it provides researchers a comprehensive environment to evaluate their ideas and it
also provides machine learning practitioners an effective tool to deal with the large-scale
learning problems. LIBS2ML is an open-source, highly efficient, extensible, scalable, read-
able, portable and easy to use library. The library can be downloaded from the URL:
https://github.com/jmdvinodjmd/LIBS2ML.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays big data is one of the major challenge in machine learning (Chauhan et al.,
2018a) and stochastic optimization techniques have been quite effective to tackle the chal-
lenge (Chauhan et al., 2019). After the success of stochastic first order methods (Chauhan
et al., 2017, 2018b), the focus of learning algorithms have shifted towards the stochastic
second order methods due to their faster convergence rates and availability of computing
resources to deal with their high computational complexities (Chauhan et al., 2018c).
In this library, we have solved the commonly used empirical risk minimization problem in
machine learning, as given below:
min
w
F (w) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
f(w;xi, yi) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
fi(w), (1)
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where w ∈ Rd is a parameter vector, d is the number of features, fi(w) : Rd → R is a loss
function and {(xi, yi)}ni=1 is the training set with n data points.
LIBS2ML has been developed due to great scope of scalable second order methods and
make the task of researchers and practitioners easy. MATLAB/Python/R based libraries
are easy to use, easy to code and explore new ideas but these are slow and so these are
not suitable to deal with large-scale problems, e.g. SGDLibrary (Kasai, 2018). On the
other hand, C/C++ based libraries are fast and good to solve large-scale problems but
they are difficult to code and lack functionality to show convergence of algorithms, e.g.
LIBLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008). LIBS2ML combines the best of these two programming
worlds, where all learning algorithms are implemented using C++ and MATLAB/Octave
is used to take input and display results.
2. Scalable Second Order Machine Learning
2.1 Overview
In this library only major second order methods are considered which are suitable for solving
large-scale learning problems. Currently, we have considered linear classification problem
but more problems, like linear regression are being added to it. The second order algorithms
can be divided mainly into two categories: Quasi-Newton methods (Byrd et al., 2011) and
Inexact Newton methods (Chauhan et al., 2018c). Both of which try to solve the issue of
large complexities caused by the Hessian matrix by approximating the Hessian inverse and
by solving the linear system inexactly. Due to space limitations, it is not feasible to list
all the learning algorithms supported by the library so please look at the library web page
to see the complete list of algorithms. Moreover, the data formats have been kept same as
that of LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) library for the convenience of users.
2.2 The Software Package
2.2.1 Architecture and Documentation
LIBS2ML has been designed using a modular approach for flexibility and extensibility. The
library separates problem, method, I/O and auxiliary code into different classes and folders.
Each problem like, logistic regression, is contained in a separate C++ file which defines
gradients, Hessian and related calculations. Similarly, each learning method is defined in a
separate C++ file. Fig. 1 depicts the high level architecture of LIBS2ML, which shows four
components: First is MATLAB/Octave driver script which performs I/O, second is a MEX
file which acts as an interface between MATLAB and C++, third and fourth components
are problem and method classes, which are developed in C++. The design of the library
provides following features:
Highly Efficient: All the learning algorithms are developed in C++.
Modular Design: The library separates problems, methods and I/O operations.
Extensibility: New problem or method can be added by adding single new file.
Portability: The library compiles and runs on MATLAB/Octave so it is portable and can
work on any platform (Windows, Mac OS and Linux etc.).
1. LIBS2ML is continuously extended by adding more problems and methods.
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Figure 1: Modular design of LIBS2ML facilitates readability and easy extensibility.
Easy: The library is easy to install, use and understand, and has no dependency on other
libraries.
The library is thoroughly documented. It contains a README file which provides detailed
documentation for using the library with following sections: ‘INSTALLATION’ contains
instructions for installing the library on different platforms, ‘USAGE gives an example to
use the library, ‘EXTENSION’ section contains instructions for adding new features, like
new problems and solvers, and ‘MORE INFORMATION’ contains more related information.
2.2.2 Practical Usage
MATLAB/Octave with a compatible C/C++ compiler are the prerequisites for LIBS2ML.
Moreover, we need to develop a driver script in MATLAB/Octave to solve a problem using
the library, where we load the desired dataset, call the MEX interface with information
about the problem to be solved, learning method, data and other required parameters, and
plot the results in the desired format. An example of practical usage of LIBS2ML has been
given in Fig. 2, which shows the driver script and the results are depicted with Fig. 3. This
example solves the l2-regularized logistic regression problem using TRON (Hsia et al., 2018)
and STRON (Chauhan et al., 2018c) methods with news20 dataset (Keerthi and DeCoste,
2005) and results are plotted as optimality and test accuracy against the training time (in
seconds) of learning algorithms. The results can be plotted against number of epochs but
that is not useful for large-scale learning problems because small and large-scale learning
has different trade-offs, and time is a major factor for large-scale learning (Bottou and
Bousquet, 2008).
3. Conclusion
LIBS2ML is completely unique library due to its focus on scalable second order methods,
the hot research topic, for solving large-scale learning problems, and using best of MATLAB
and C++. It is modular, easily understandable, extensible, portable, highly efficient and
specially designed to deal with the big data challenge in machine learning. It is helpful for
beginners as well as advanced researchers to explore new ideas, and to the machine leaning
practitioners.
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Figure 2: MATLAB driver script example.
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Figure 3: TRON and STRON are compared on optimality and test accuracy against the
training time.
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